Automatic speech recognition (ASR) in challenging conditions, such as in the presence of interfering speakers or music, remains an unsolved problem. This paper presents Extract, Adapt, and Recognize (EAR), an end-to-end neural network that allows fully learnable separation and recognition components towards optimizing the ASR criterion. In between a state-of-the-art speech separation module as an extractor and an acoustic modeling module as a recognizer, the EAR introduces an adaptor, where adapted acoustic features are learned from the separation outputs using a bi-directional long short term memory network trained to minimize the recognition loss directly. Relative to a conventional joint training model, the EAR model can achieve 8.5% to 22.3%, and 1.2% to 26.9% word error rate reductions (WERR), under various dBs of music corruption and speaker interference respectively. With speaker tracing the WERR can be further promoted to 12.4% to 29.0%.
Introduction
Monaural speech signals containing nonstationary interference such as background music or multi-speaker speech are ubiquitous in real-world circumstances such as vehicle-mounted systems, conference call devices, telephone communications, and online programs. Despite tremendous improvements brought by deep learning technologies [1, 2, 3, 4] , conventional automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems could fail in these adverse environments. While some progress has been made for monaural speech separation and recognition [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , it remains one of the most challenging problems in ASR to date.
Existing literature typically divides the problem into speech separation/enhancement and recognition stages [10, 11] , allowing modular research to be separately conducted. One straightforward approach in the stage-wise manner is to train the two models separately, and in a testing phase, the speech features enhanced by the separation/enhancement model are then passed to the acoustic model for recognition [12] . However, distortions inevitably introduced by the separation model unseen by the acoustic model would lead to a dramatic drop of performance in such a cascaded framework [13, 14] .
To solve this issue, researchers have recently reported a joint training of an acoustic model (AM) and a speech separation (SS) model with considerable error reductions in both noise-robust ASR [11, 10] and multi-speaker ASR [8, 9] tasks. * Max did this work while he was an intern at Tencent.
To bridge the SS and AM, some cutting-edge researches [9, 8] introduce self-contained frameworks where the separation is forced to operate directly in a Mel-filter domain to be in line with the AM. However, it is debatable if this may result in a potentially sub-optimal solution for the separation step. Meanwhile, it becomes difficult to integrate fast-evolving third-party SS techniques that are mostly not in the Mel-filter domain. In contrast, other state-of-the-art frameworks typically construct some affine transformation towards Mel-filter bank values (fbanks) through a deep neural network (DNN) network, either to learn the Mel filtering weight matrix [15] , or to directly learn the affine transforming function via DNN [16, 17, 11] .
These bridging approaches are essentially DNN-based versions, i.e., frame-by-frame affine transforming layers, of the expert-predefined Mel filtering function whose input-output data pairs are a magnitude spectrogram and fbanks. However, the task at hand is much more complicated: the input is imperfect spectrogram that contains spectral estimation errors and temporal distortions; the output to be learned whose objective is defined by the back-propagated criterion from the high-level ASR phoneme classification also majorly adds dynamic complexity to the problem. Indeed for decades before the deep learning era, many research efforts have been devoted [18, 19] to model properly the temporal dynamics in SS problems, and they are remarkably effective. Undoubtedly, it is impossible to represent a complex system with a simple network's capacity.
Inspired by the above, we would like to explore if and to what extent benefits could be brought by designing a more elegant neural network-based architecture. This paper presents Extract, Adapt, and Recognize (EAR), a fully trainable endto-end neural network. For SS, an extractor is modified from a state-of-the-art separation model named deep extractor network (DENet) [20] ; for AM, a recognizer adopts an advanced network with new recognition training criterion centerloss-optimal convolutional long short-term memory DNN (CL-CLDNN) [21, 22] ; in between SS and AM, a novel adaptor bridges the separation and recognition components together in an alternative way for incorporating temporal dynamics. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work that reveals the criticality of appropriate network design for adapting the intermediate representations. Section 2 presents the proposed EAR network in more detail. Section 3 shows the evaluation results, and the conclusion is drawn in Section 4. Figure 1 : The schematic diagram of our proposed EAR network to learnable acoustic features using a recurrent network, and c) recognize speech by feeding learned features to an AM. Endto-end joint training is applied after each module in the EAR network has been separately pre-trained.
Extractor
The goal of the extractor module in the EAR is to separate the target speech from a monaural mixture signal. A popular method in the field of source separation would be an ideal ratio mask (IRM) [23] method. Its neural network extensions, including the deep attractor network (DANet) [24] and the deep extractor network (DENet) [20] , have been proven effective for single-channel speech separation tasks. Aiming at our goal, we present a modified version of DENet with lower complexity.
Deep extractor network
In source separation, we consider the observed single-channel mixture signal x(n) as a linear combination of the target speech signal sS(n) and the interference signal sI (n): x(n) = sS(n) + sI (n). The spectrogram is calculated using short-time discrete Fourier transform (STFT) for the mixture signal and the reference target speech signal, represented as T ×F dimensional features x and sS respectively, where T is the number of frames, and F is the number of frequency bins.
For training, the ideal mask is calculated as mS = |sS|/|x|. To estimate IRM, a bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM) [25] network is used to map the mixture signal to a higherdimensional embedding space R T F ×K such that the outputs can be reshaped into an embedding matrix:
where Θextract denotes the network parameters for φBiLSTM(·).
In our DENet, the main idea is to compute a weighted average of the embeddings belonging to the target speech training samples and store it as the attractor. Thus only one attractor is needed to be calculated in the embedding space:
where aS ∈ R K , is the element-wise multiplication, and w ∈ R T F is a binary threshold matrix defined as
Then the mask can be estimated for the target speech signal mS by calculating the similarity between the attractor and the embedding of each T-F bin:
where the Sigmoid(·) function monotonically scales the estimated mask between [0, 1]. Finally, the extracted spectrogram of the target speech can be computed byŝS = x mS. Note that in the training phase the attractors of the target speech training samples are collected, and then the average value of these attractors is calculated, which will be restored as a global average attractor to extract the target speech in the reference phase.
Adaptor
The Adaptor module is an intermediate network that bridges the extraction and recognition components. Its input is the extracted defective spectrogram with both spectral and temporal distortions by the previous module, and its output acoustic features are to be learned for minimizing the recognition loss. In order to properly incorporate the temporal dynamics from both bottom-up and top-down, the Adaptor we proposed uses a BiL-STM architecture, which allows efficient estimation of the conditional posterior probability of the complete sequences without making any explicit assumption about their distribution.
In contrast to prior art [15, 16, 17, 11] commonly adopting DNN (often called universal function approximators [26] ) with frame-by-frame affine transforming layers representing a Melfiltering function [27] to predict fbanks, BiLSTM (often called universal program approximators [28] ) is able to use all contextual input spectrogram to predict a point in the output acoustic feature space. Actually an optimized output acoustic feature space for recognizer is not necessarily a Mel-fbank space, according to our experiment, that we pre-trained an adaptor using MSE criterion against clean target fbanks, and then did joint training together with the recognizer, but no gain was observed comparing to directly minimizing the recognition loss bypassing pre-train with clean fbanks, and we also observed the finally converged acoustic features drifted away from the target fbanks. Similar observations were also reported in [15] with empirical evidence. Still, here we denote the learned acoustic representations as adaptive fbanks after the naming convention in ASR.
BiLSTM for adaptive fbank learning
By feeding the spectrogram into the adaptor, we get
where D is the number of the filters used, and Θadapt denotes all the parameters needed for ψBiLSTM(·). Recall that the standard calculation of fbanks is done by passing the squared spectrogram through the filters; therefore, fbanks must be nonnegative. Since the outputs of a standard BiLSTM are un-bounded, in the EAR, we apply a square, which performs better than a ReLU according to our evaluations, on the BiLSTM outputs to match the range of fbanks. The estimated fbanksf is then passed through a series of differentiable operations, including element-wise logarithm, adding delta and delta-delta, performing global mean-variance normalization, and splicing the features of a context window of 2W + 1 frames centered at the current frame, to yield the transformed fbanksftrans ∈ R 3D(2W +1) , where W is the size of the one-sided context window.
Recognizer
The recognizer module in the EAR deals with acoustic modeling, i.e., to classify phonemes based on the adapted acoustic features. To achieve state-of-the-art performance, we adopt an advanced network architecture, namely convolutional LSTM deep neural network (CLDNN) [22] , denoted as Center-Loss-optimal CLDNN (CL-CLDNN) [21] , as the recognizer in the EAR network. The transformed fbanks are fed into the recognizer to estimate the phoneme posteriorsŷt:
where ut is the second last output of CL-CLDNN at t-th frame, and Softmax(z) = e z / e z 1 is used as an estimate of the posterior over the phoneme classes. We use Θrecog = {Γ, W, b} to denote all the parameters of the recognizer.
Training mechanism
The training of the EAR network consists of two phases: (1) separate pre-training of the extractor, the adaptor and the recognizer, and (2) end-to-end joint training of the whole EAR network.
Pre-training of extractor, adaptor and recognizer
We train the extractor by using the typical mean squared error (MSE) loss between the estimated spectrogram and the reference spectrogram of the target speech:
, where M is the batch size of mixture signal samples for training, (i) denotes the index of training examples, and · 2 denotes 2-norm of a vector.
We train the recognizer using the Center Loss (CL) [21] :
where λ is a hyperparameter that controls the weighting of CL, c (i) t is the class center corresponding to the label at t-th frame, which can be jointly updated with back-propagation. With an incentive to improve the discriminative power of deep features [29] , CL learns a center of deep features for each class and penalizes the distance between the deep features and their corresponding class centers.
After the training of the recognizer converges, we freeze its parameters and continue to train the adaptor using the spectrogram of clean speech as training data, by directly backpropagating the recognition loss LCL:
∂LCL ∂Θadapt
= ∂LCL ∂ftrans ∂ftrans ∂f ∂f ∂Θadapt (9) by mini-batch SGD. Note that, directly minimizing the recognition loss is preferred over minimizing MSE between the clean fbanks and the predicted fbanks, because the clean fbanks computed using Mel filtering operations are not necessarily the best features for the AM.
Joint training
After training each module separately as pre-training, we jointly update the parameters in three modules by back-propagating LCL all the way to the extractor:
In practice, the gradient calculation is performed through computational graph-based automatic differentiation [30] in the conventional deep learning programming libraries, e.g., Tensor-Flow [31] . Subsequently, mini-batch SGD is used to update all parameters in the EAR, ΘEAR = {Θextract, Θadapt, Θrecog} by
where α is a hyperparameter controlling the learning rate.
Evaluation and analysis
3.1. Experimental setup
Data preparation
We evaluate our method on two tasks: 1) music-corrupted speech recognition, and 2) two-speaker speech recognition. We used a publicly available corpus AISHELL-1 [32] as the clean speech data set, which contains 400 speakers and 178 hours of Mandarin speech data. The speech data set was split into a training set containing 120, 098 utterances from 340 speakers, a development set containing 14, 326 utterances from 40 speakers, and a test set containing 7, 176 utterances from 20 speakers. We collected an 1100-hour music data set from QQ music broadly covering instrumental music and various genres of English and Mandarin songs. The music data set was first cropped into 10-second music clips, and then split into training, development and test sets following an 8:1:1 ratio. For the music-corrupted speech experiment, we mixed each speech utterance with a music clip randomly drawn from the corresponding training, development or test split, following signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from 0 dB to 20dB. Similarly, for the two-speaker experiment, we mixed each speech utterance with an utterance of another speaker randomly drawn from the corresponding split, following SNR from 0dB to 20dB.
Hyperparameter and network architecture
We used 16K sample rate, 25ms frame length, 10ms frame shift, and STFT length of 512 (F = 257). For optimization, we set batch size (M ) to 24, initial learning rate (α) to 10 −4 and weight decay to 0.8, and considered the training as converged when the loss on the development set had not improved for 3 consecutive epochs. We set the embedding size (K) to 40, the number of filters (D) to 40, and the single-sided context window size (W ) to 5, and the Center Loss weight (λ) to 0.01.
In the extractor, we used a BiLSTM of four layers with peephole connection, each with 600 hidden nodes. The last layer of BiLSTM was followed by a full connection layer, mapping 600-dimension hidden vectors to 24000-dimension embedding vectors; In the adaptor, we used a BiLSTM of two layers with peephole connection, each with 600 hidden nodes, followed by a mapping to get 40-dimensional fbanks; In the recognizer, we used the same CLDNN architecture as in [22] . Batch normalization was applied to the outputs of the convolutional and LSTM layers for faster convergence and better generalization. Our output units were context-dependent phonemes, which has about 12K classes in our Mandarin ASR system.
Baseline system setup
We examined four alternative state-of-the-art ASR architectures as the baseline systems for our experiment. The first system was based on the CL-CLDNN AM trained on clean speech, which achieved 7.825% WER on the clean AISHELL-1 test set. The second system followed the "plug-and-play" strategy [11] , i.e., feeding the CL-CLDNN AM (trained on clean speech) with the output of DENet on the corrupted speech, where the extracted spectrogram was converted to fbanks using predefined Mel filtering operations [27] . The third system had DENet and CL-CLDNN jointly trained on the corrupted speech, with no learnable adaptor in between, but it used the predefined differentiable Mel filtering operations instead. The fourth system jointly learned fbanks using a one-layer DNN, as proposed in [11] . Aside from the first system (37.7M parameters), all the systems including our proposed EAR network had comparable model complexity (60.9 ∼ 64.9M parameters) that included the speech separation complexity in total. Table 1 shows the word error rates (WERs) on the test set of the music-corrupted speech and the two-speaker speech recognition tasks in five SNR conditions -0dB, 5dB, 10dB, 15dB, and 20dB. We observe that the WER declines in each column consistently, and in most cases remarkably. This indicates the effectiveness of the elegantly designed solutions for improving joint training. The best results are marked with bold figures, which are achieved consistently by our proposed EAR network, demonstrating its superiority over the four baselines, under all SNR conditions for both tasks. In particular, we are interested in the relative WER reductions by the EAR over the conventional joint training method (the 3rd system), and compare them with the relative WER reductions by the 4th system over the 3rd, as they can reflect the advantage brought by the proposed adaptor with more appropriate architecture design and training approach. Figure 2 illustrates these scores, showing that the proposed adaptor makes much more significant relative improvements over the conventional joint training approach than the architecture proposed in [11] does, which proves the rationale that we discussed in Section 2.2. For the two-speaker ASR task, the result shows the EAR has a significant advantage in medium and high SNR condi- Figure 2 : Relative WER reduction tions (10dB to 20dB), however, it is notable that the dominance vanishes in adverse SNR conditions (0dB). This is reasonable as there is no clue for the extractor to separate the "target" speaker in the case of 0dB mixtures. To investigate how the EAR performs with speaker tracing, we use an oracle attractor computed with each target speaker's development data set instead of the global average attractor discussed in Section 2.1.1. The resultant WERs are list in the last row in Table 1 Other speaker tracing mechanisms like those adopted in [9, 8, 20] can also be applied here.
Result and discussion

Conclusions
The contributions of the proposed EAR network can be concluded in two-fold: (1) allowing end-to-end trainable integration of (potentially varied) cutting-edge SS and AM modules to achieve promising WERs in adverse environments, without the expense of compromised performance of any individual module; (2) revealing the importance of an elegant architecture design for bridging the above two modules.
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